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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study is to improve our understanding of website mobilization techniques. The landing pages of Alexa’s 527 top global shopping sites were analyzed for mobilization technique, mobile usability, and data requirements. It also investigates how mobile technique impacts Google mobile search results. The study found that 89.3% of top global shopping sites are mobile-friendly. The most popular mobile technique is to redirect mobile users to a separate URL, commonly known as m.sites, utilized by 44.1% of sites, followed by dynamic serving, utilized by 23.8%, and responsive, utilized by 23.0% of sites. Keyword analysis using the SEMRush service found a statistically significant difference in keywords following Google’s algorithm change to favor mobile sites.
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INTRODUCTION

Consumers are increasingly using mobile devices for online shopping and product research. Globally 34% of e-commerce transactions were conducted via a mobile device during the first quarter of 2015 (“State of Mobile Commerce”, 2015). In Japan and South Korea over 50% of e-commerce transactions are conducted on mobile devices. Two of the world’s largest global shopping sites, Amazon.com and Target.com, reported that for the 2014 shopping season almost 60% of web traffic was from mobile devices (Sterling, 2015b). Most major on-line shopping sites have responded to this trend by offering mobile-friendly interfaces.

Mobile devices compared to desktop computers typically have smaller screens, less processing power, lower data transmission speeds, and greater network latency. In this paper the term “mobile device” refers specifically to smart phones. This usage is consistent with the definition used by Google’s Mobile Developer Guide (Google Developer’s Mobile Guide, 2014a; West & Mace, 2010).

Websites that are developed for desktop and laptop computers usually render poorly on mobile devices. Converting a traditional desktop web site to a mobile-friendly site can be expensive, depending upon the size and complexity of the site.

Mobile-friendly web sites are designed to render well on all devices, including desktop computers, laptop computers, tablets, and mobile phones. A mobile-friendly design will typically modify the content and the layout to accommodate the screen size of the device. For mobile devices it is common
to reduce the amount of content presented, utilize smaller images that require less bandwidth, present content vertically rather than horizontally, and to increase the size of tap-targets such as buttons, text entry elements, and navigation links.

Three popular mobilization techniques are utilized to make web sites mobile-friendly. A variety of names are used for these techniques so to avoid confusion this paper employs the terminology utilized in Google’s Mobile Developer Guide (Google Developer’s Mobile Guide, 2014b). The three techniques are:

- **Responsive Web Design**: Serves the same content to all devices and utilizes CSS media queries to “respond” to size of the device screen. CSS media queries, which are executed by the requesting device’s browser, are used to reformat page layout and modify page content;
- **Redirect to Separate URLs**: Different content is served to different devices on separate URLs. Typically, the web server examines information included in the web request and redirects the request to a URL that serves content appropriate to the device. Sites that utilize this technique are often referred to as “m-dot” sites;
- **Dynamic Serving**: Different content is served to different devices from a single URL. As with the previous technique, the server examines the web request to determine from which type of device the request originated. The server then modifies the response to accommodate the capabilities of the requesting device.

Each of the three techniques has distinctive benefits and drawbacks. Responsive has the benefit that it utilizes CSS media queries and does not require the server to identify the user’s device, which can be problematic. CSS media queries are executed by the user’s browser and reformat web pages to “respond” to the actual screen size. On devices that can be rotated between vertical and horizontal the display can change on the fly when the device is rotated. The primary drawback of the responsive technique is that it serves the same content to all devices, making it difficult to optimize image sizes and other resources (Nebeling & Norrie, 2013), which can lead to slow rendering times on mobile devices over high-latency networks.

Separate URLs and dynamic serving techniques can send device optimized content, but they both depend upon analyzing information in the request to determine the user’s device. Unfortunately, this process is error prone due to the proliferation of devices and the ambiguity of the device information included in web requests.

Redirecting to a separate URL can reduce page speed significantly. Additionally, managing a separate domain introduces additional complexity as items like SSL Certificates, cookies, sitemaps and analytics will be separate.

All three mobilization techniques are widely utilized but little research addresses either their utilization or effectiveness. This study measures utilization of the different techniques on major e-commerce sites and employs several performance measures to evaluate technique effectiveness.

**Terminology and Tools**

Mobile usability is a web site’s ease of use when viewed on a mobile device. There are a number of tools and commercial services available for testing web site usability (Toxboe, 2015). This study utilizes Google’s PageSpeed API (application programming interface), which calculates a numerical mobile usability score. The PageSpeed API loads web sites using an emulated mobile device and calculates a mobile usability score based upon the following five criteria (PageSpeed Insights Rules, 2015):

1. **Plugins**: Browser plugins such as Flash, Silverlight, and Java are not supported by most mobile browsers and should be avoided on mobile sites. They are a leading cause of crashes and security vulnerabilities. Most content that once required plugins can now be created with native web technologies;
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